
Human Resource Management

AT A GLANCE
Our mission is to develop and deliver innovative human
resource programs and services in support of Region 4.
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HIRING AND RECRUITMENT
Staffing is the process of acquiring, deploying, and
retaining a workforce of sufficient quantity and
quality to create positive impacts on the
organization’s effectiveness. We provide operational
services to managers filling vacant positions and
offer an array of hiring options and employment
flexibilities. We assist with outreach efforts, develop
the job analysis and crediting plan of positions to
identify the most suitable candidates for a particular
job, create the mechanism to hire in the form of a job
announcement, evaluate applications for eligibility
and qualifications, and hire employees.

The Intermountain Region Human Resource Support 
Team (HRST) works in partnership with region 

executives, hiring managers, employees, and the National 
Federation of Federal Employees (NFFE) to plan for, 
strategize, support, create, and sustain a healthy work 
environment and workforce. We do this by providing 
strategic consultation and advice on all aspects of 
career planning, hiring, promoting, organizing, training, 
recognizing, and retaining employees while providing 
satisfying and rewarding careers.

ADVICE AND COUNSEL
Members of the regional service team are making
connections with our colleagues at the Regional
Office, forests, ranger districts, and work
stations. We are on the front lines building bridges
between our field colleagues, centralized HR services,
and the public at large. We provide HR services for
all things related to staffing and classification as well
as offer advice and counsel regarding other service
areas.

Human Resource staff visiting at McCall 
Smoke Jumper Base in Idaho.
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HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTITIONERS
HR is an exciting career field. Interacting with people is 
hugely important to HR practitioners. HR practitioners are 
essential partners in an organization, particularly with regard 
to organizational design and analysis of workforce trends, 
on matters of strategy that address anticipated changes in 
conditions, and in ensuring legal and efficient hiring programs 
that promote fair and open competition to fill vacant jobs. 
Questions and issues presented to HR practitioners are 
never routine. Every day provides a learning opportunity and 
challenge that keeps the work interesting and fresh. The federal 
government is a wonderful place to enter into this career field, as 
often these positions pay as much, if not more, than they do in 
the private sector.

USDA is an Equal Opportunity Employer & Provider.

CONTACT

INTERMOUNTAIN REGION
Regional Forester - Nora Rasure
Dep. Regional Forester - Dave Rosenkrance

Director of Human Resources Management -
Melissa Dittman

324 25th Street
Ogden, UT 84401

801-625-5316

CLASSIFICATION
Federal law requires every position in the federal service to 
be classified based on its duties and responsibilities and the 
qualifications required to perform the work. The regional HR 
Service Team (HRST) has seasoned HR professionals who apply 
their knowledge of federal law, Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM) guidelines, and Forest Service policy to build position 
descriptions, ensuring each job has the proper title and is 
classified in the appropriate series and grade. We complete 
position desk audits as well as offer advice and assistance on 
organizational redesigns and work classification actions involving 
minor corrections and position changes. We are also responsible 
for conducting position management reviews to ensure existing 
jobs are correctly aligned within our various organizations.

WORKFORCE PLANNING
The regional HRST is involved in a systematic process for 
identifying and addressing the gaps between the workforce 
needs of today and tomorrow. This work includes human 
resource planning to identify what the organization requires in 
terms of the numbers of employees needed and their attributes 
(knowledge, skills, and abilities) in order to effectively meet job 
requirements. The overriding objective is to minimize the loss 
from the organization of valued employees through strategic and 
tactical measures.

The Intermountain Region Regional 
Office hosts most of the HR staff.


